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On the Love of the Country 

William Hazlitt 

 

[Source: William Hazlitt, “On the Love of the Country.” Retrieved from 

http://www.blupete.com/Literature/Essays/Hazlitt/LoveCountry.htm]  

 

[Note: Hazlitt’s “On the Love of the Country” was first published in the The Examiner, 

November 27, 1814 and can be found reproduced in Selected Essays of William Hazlitt, 

1778-1830 as edited by Geoffrey Keynes (London: Nonsuch Press, 1930), 3-7.] 

 

To the Editor of the Round Table 

 

Sir, 

I do not know that any one has ever explained satisfactorily the true source of our 

attachment to natural objects, or of that soothing emotion which the sight of the country 

hardly ever fails to infuse into the mind. Some persons have ascribed this feeling to the 

natural beauty of the objects themselves, others to the freedom from care, the silence and 

tranquillity which scenes of retirement afford—others to the healthy and innocent 

employments of a country life—others to the simplicity of country manners—and others to 

different causes; but none to the right one. All these causes may, I believe, have a share in 

producing this feeling; but there is another more general principle, which has been left 

untouched, and which I shall here explain, endeavoring to be as little sentimental as the 

subject will admit. 

Rousseau, in his Confessions, (the most valuable of all his works,) relates, that when 

he took possession of his room at Annecy, at the house of his beloved mistress and friend, he 

found that he could see “a little spot of green” from his window, which endeared his situation 

the more to him, because, he says, it was the first time he had had this object constantly 

before him since he left Boissy, the place where he was at school when a child1. Some such 

feeling as that here described will be found lurking at the bottom of all our attachments of 

this sort. Were it not for the recollections habitually associated with them, natural objects 

could not interest the mind in the manner they do. No doubt, the sky is beautiful; the clouds 

sail majestically along its bosom; the sun is cheering; there is something exquisitely graceful 

in the manner in which a plant or tree puts forth its branches; the motion with which they 

bend and tremble in the evening breeze is soft and lovely; there is music in the babbling of a 

brook; the view from the top of a mountain is full of grandeur; nor can we behold the ocean 

with indifference. Or, as the Minstrel sweetly sings— 

“Oh, how canst thou renounce the boundless store 

Of charms which Nature to her votary yields! 

The warbling woodland, the resounding shore, 

The pomp of groves, and garniture of fields; 

All that the genial ray of morning gilds, 

And all the echoes to the song of even, 

All that the mountain’s sheltering bosom shields, 

And all the dread magnificence of heaven, 

Oh how canst thou renounce, the hope to be forgiven!” 
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It is not, however, the beautiful and magnificent alone that we admire in Nature; the most 

insignificant and rudest objects are often found connected with the strongest emotions; we 

become attached to the most common and familiar images as to the face of a friend whom we 

have long known, and from whom we have received many benefits. It is because natural 

objects have been associated with the sports of our childhood, with air and exercise, with our 

feelings in solitude, when the mind takes the strongest hold of things, and clings with the 

fondest interest to whatever strikes its attention; with change of place, the pursuit of new 

scenes, and thoughts of distant friends, it is because they have surrounded us in almost all 

situations in joy and in sorrow, in pleasure and in pain; because they have been one chief 

source and nourishment of our feelings and part of our being, that we love them as we do 

ourselves. 

There is, generally speaking, the same foundation for our love of Nature as for all our 

habitual attachments, namely, association of ideas. But this is not all. That which 

distinguishes this attachment from others is the transferable nature our feelings with respect 

to physical objects; the associations connected with any one object extending to the whole 

class. My having been attached to any particular person does not make me feel the same 

attachment to the next person that I may chance to meet; but, if I have once associated strong 

feelings of delight with the objects of natural scenery, the tie becomes indissoluble, and I 

shall ever after feel the same attachment to other objects of the same sort. I remember when I 

was abroad, the trees, and grass, and wet leaves, rustling in the walks of the Thuilleries, 

seemed to be as much English, to be as much the same trees and grass, that I had always been 

used to, as the sun shining over my head was the same sun which I saw in England; the faces 

only were foreign to me. Whence comes this difference? It arises from our always 

imperceptibly connecting the idea of the individual with man, and only the idea of the class 

with natural objects. In the one case, the external appearance or physical structure is the least 

thing to be attended to; in the other, it is every thing. The springs that move the human 

form, and make it friendly or adverse to me, lie hid within it. There is an infinity of motives, 

passions, and ideas, contained in that narrow compass, of which I know nothing, and in 

which I have no share. Each individual is a world to himself, governed by a thousand 

contradictory and wayward impulses. I can, therefore, make no inference from one individual 

to another; nor can my habitual sentiments, with respect to any individual extend beyond 

himself to others. But it is otherwise with respect to Nature. There is neither hypocrisy, 

caprice, nor mental reservation in her favours. Our intercourse with her is not liable to 

accident or change, interruption or disappointment. She smiles on us still the same. Thus, to 

give an obvious instance, if I have once enjoyed the cool shade of a tree, and been lulled into 

a deep repose by the sound of a brook running at its feet, I am sure that wherever I can find a 

tree and a brook, I can enjoy the same pleasure again. Hence, when I imagine these objects, I 

can easily form a mystic personification of the friendly power that inhabits them, Dryad or 

Naiad, offering its cool fountain or its tempting shade. Hence the origin of that Grecian 

mythology. All objects of the same kind being the same, not only in their appearance, but in 

their practical uses, we habitually confound them together under the same general idea; and, 

whatever fondness we may have conceived of one, is immediately placed to the common 

account. The most opposite kinds of remote trains of feeling gradually go to enrich the same 

sentiments; and in our love of Nature, there is all the force of individual attachment, 

combined with the most airy abstraction. It is this circumstance which gives that refinement, 

expansion, and wild interest to feelings of this sort, when strongly excited, which every one 

must have experienced who is a true lover of Nature. The sight of the setting sun does not 

affect me too much from the beauty of the object itself, from the glory kindled through the 

glowing skies, the rich broken columns of light or the dying streaks of day, as that it 

indistinctly recalls to me numberless thoughts and feelings with which, through many a year 



and season, I have watched his bright descent in the warm summer evenings, or beheld him 

struggling to cast a “farewel sweet” through the thick clouds of winter. I love to see the trees 

first covered with leaves in the spring, the primroses peeping out from some sheltered bank, 

and the innocent lambs running races on the soft green turf; because, at that birth-time of 

Nature, I have always felt sweet hopes and happy wishes—which have not been fulfilled! 

The dry reeds rustling on the side of a stream,—the woods swept by the loud blast,—the dark 

massy foliage of autumn,—the grey trunks and naked branches of the trees in winter,—the 

sequestered copse and wide extended heath,—the warm sunny showers, and December 

snows,—have all charms for me; there is no object, however trifling or rude, that has not, in 

some mood or other found the way to my heart; and I might say, in the words of the poet, 

“To me the meanest flower that blows can give 

Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears.” 

Thus Nature is a kind of universal home, and every object it presents to us an old 

acquaintance with unaltered looks. 

“——Nature did ne’er betray 

The heart that lov’d her, but through all the years 

Of this our life, it is her privilege 

To lead from joy to joy.” 

For there is that consent and mutual harmony among all her works, one undivided spirit 

pervading them throughout, that, if we have once knit ourselves in hearty fellowship to any of 

them, they will never afterwards appear as strangers to us, but, which ever way we turn, we 

shall find a secret power to have gone out before us, moulding them into such shapes as fancy 

loves, informing them with life and sympathy, bidding them put on their festive looks and 

gayest attire at our approach, and to pour all their sweets and choicest treasures at our feet. 

For him, then, who has well acquainted himself with Nature’s works, she wears always one 

face, and speaks the same well-known language, striking on the heart, amidst unquiet 

thoughts and the tumult of the world, like the music of one’s native tongue heard in some far-

off country. 

We do not connect the same feelings with the works of art as with those of Nature, 

because we refer them to man, and associate with them the separate interests and passions 

which we know belong to those who are the authors or possessors of them. Nevertheless, 

there are some such objects, as a cottage, or a village church, which excite in us the same 

sensations as the sight of Nature, and which are, indeed, almost always include in 

descriptions of natural scenery. 

“Or from the mountain’s sides 

View wilds and swelling floods, 

And hamlets brown, and dim-discover’d spires, 

And hear their simple bell.” 

Which is in part, no doubt, because they are surrounded with natural objects, and, in a 

populous country, inseparable from them; and also because the human interest they excite 

relates to manners and feelings which are simple, common, such as all can enter into and 

which, therefore, always produce a pleasing effect upon the mind. 

 

Textual Notes 

1 Alexander Pope also declares that he had a particular regard for an old post which stood in 

the court-yard before the house when he was brought up.  



 

 

Dream-Children: A Reverie 

Charles Lamb 

 
[Source: “Dream-Children: A Reverie,” in The Works of Charles and Mary Lamb. Edited by 

E. V. Lucas. Volume 2. 7 Volumes (London: Methuen, 1903), 68-69.] 

 

[The essay was published in London Magazine in January 1822. For reference, please see: 

Christian Lloyd, “Charles Lamb (1755-1834): Chronology of His Essays and Poetry,” url: 

http://www.angelfire.com/nv/mf/lamb/chronology.html] 

 

Children love to listen to stories about their elders, when they were children; to stretch 

their imagination to the conception of a traditionary great−uncle, or grandame, whom they 

never saw. It was in this spirit that my little ones crept about me the other evening to hear 

about their great−grandmother Field, who lived in a great house in Norfolk (a hundred times 

bigger than that in which they and papa lived) which had been the scene—so at least it was 

generally believed in that part of the country—of the tragic incidents which they had lately 

become familiar with from the ballad of the Children in the Wood. Certain it is that the whole 

story of the children and their cruel uncle was to be seen fairly carved out in wood upon the 

chimney−piece of the great hall, the whole story down to the Robin Redbreasts, till a foolish 

rich person pulled it down to set up a marble one of modern invention in its stead, with no 

story upon it. Here Alice put out one of her dear mother’s looks, too tender to be called 

upbraiding. Then I went on to say, how religious and how good their great−grandmother 

Field was, how beloved and respected by every body, though she was not indeed the mistress 

of this great house, but had only the charge of it (and yet in some respects she might be said 

to be the mistress of it too) committed to her by the owner, who preferred living in a newer 

and more fashionable mansion which he had purchased somewhere in the adjoining county; 

but still she lived in it in a manner as if it had been her own, and kept up the dignity of the 

great house in a sort while she lived, which afterwards came to decay, and was nearly pulled 

down, and all its old ornaments stripped and carried away to the owner’s other house, where 

they were set up, and looked as awkward as if some one were to carry away the old tombs 

they had seen lately at the Abbey, and stick them up in Lady C.’s tawdry gilt drawing−room. 

Here John smiled, as much as to say, “that would be foolish indeed.” And then I told how, 

when she came to die, her funeral was attended by a concourse of all the poor, and some of 

the gentry too, of the neighbourhood for many miles round, to show their respect for her 

memory, because she had been such a good and religious woman; so good indeed that she 

knew all the Psaltery by heart, ay, and a great part of the Testament besides. Here little Alice 

spread her hands. Then I told what a tall, upright, graceful person their great−grandmother 

Field once was; and how in her youth she was esteemed the best dancer—here Alice’s little 

right foot played an involuntary movement, till, upon my looking grave, it desisted—the best 

dancer, I was saying, in the county, till a cruel disease, called a cancer, came, and bowed her 

down with pain; but it could never bend her good spirits, or make them stoop, but they were 

still upright, because she was so good and religious. Then I told how she was used to sleep by 

herself in a lone chamber of the great lone house; and how she believed that an apparition of 

two infants was to be seen at midnight gliding up and down the great staircase near where she 

slept, but she said, “those innocents would do her no harm;” and how frightened I used to be, 

though in those days I had my maid to sleep with me, because I was never half so good or 

religious as she—and yet I never saw the infants. Here John expanded all his eye−brows and 

tried to look courageous. Then I told how good she was to all her grand−children, having us 
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to the great−house in the holydays, where I in particular used to spend many hours by myself, 

in gazing upon the old busts of the Twelve Caesars, that had been Emperors of Rome, till the 

old marble heads would seem to live again, or I to be turned into marble with them; how I 

never could be tired with roaming about that huge mansion, with its vast empty rooms, with 

their worn−out hangings, fluttering tapestry, and carved oaken pannels, with the gilding 

almost rubbed out—sometimes in the spacious old−fashioned gardens, which I had almost to 

myself, unless when now and then a solitary gardening man would cross me—and how the 

nectarines and peaches hung upon the walls, without my ever offering to pluck them, because 

they were forbidden fruit, unless now and then,—and because I had more pleasure in strolling 

about among the old melancholy−looking yew trees, or the firs, and picking up the red 

berries, and the fir apples, which were good for nothing but to look at—or in lying about 

upon the fresh grass, with all the fine garden smells around me—or basking in the orangery, 

till I could almost fancy myself ripening too along with the oranges and the limes in that 

grateful warmth—or in watching the dace that darted to and fro in the fish−pond, at the 

bottom of the garden, with here and there a great sulky pike hanging midway down the water 

in silent state, as if it mocked at their impertinent friskings,—I had more pleasure in these 

busy−idle diversions than in all the sweet flavours of peaches, nectarines, oranges, and such 

like common baits of children. Here John slyly deposited back upon the plate a bunch of 

grapes, which, not unobserved by Alice, he had meditated dividing with her, and both seemed 

willing to relinquish them for the present as irrelevant. Then in somewhat a more heightened 

tone, I told how, though their great−grandmother Field loved all her grand−children, yet in an 

especial manner she might be said to love their uncle, John L——, because he was so 

handsome and spirited a youth, and a king to the rest of us; and, instead of moping about in 

solitary corners, like some of us, he would mount the most mettlesome horse he could get, 

when but an imp no bigger than themselves, and make it carry him half over the county in a 

morning, and join the hunters when there were any out—and yet he loved the old great house 

and gardens too, but had too much spirit to be always pent up within their boundaries—and 

how their uncle grew up to man’s estate as brave as he was handsome, to the admiration of 

every body, but of their great−grandmother Field most especially; and how he used to carry 

me upon his back when I was a lame−footed boy—for he was a good bit older than me—

many a mile when I could not walk for pain;—and how in after life he became lame−footed 

too, and I did not always (I fear) make allowances enough for him when he was impatient, 

and in pain, nor remember sufficiently how considerate he had been to me when I was 

lame−footed; and how when he died, though he had not been dead an hour, it seemed as if he 

had died a great while ago, such a distance there is betwixt life and death; and how I bore his 

death as I thought pretty well at first, but afterwards it haunted and haunted me; and though I 

did not cry or take it to heart as some do, and as I think he would have done if I had died, yet 

I missed him all day long, and knew not till then how much I had loved him. I missed his 

kindness, and I missed his crossness, and wished him to be alive again, to be quarrelling with 

him (for we quarreled sometimes), rather than not have him again, and was as uneasy without 

him, as he their poor uncle must have been when the doctor took off his limb. Here the 

children fell a crying, and asked if their little mourning which they had on was not for uncle 

John, and they looked up, and prayed me not to go on about their uncle, but to tell them some 

stories about their pretty dead mother. Then I told how for seven long years, in hope 

sometimes, sometimes in despair, yet persisting ever, I courted the fair Alice W—n; and, as 

much as children could understand, I explained to them what coyness, and difficulty, and 

denial meant in maidens—when suddenly, turning to Alice, the soul of the first Alice looked 

out at her eyes with such a reality of re−presentment, that I became in doubt which of them 

stood there before me, or whose that bright hair was; and while I stood gazing, both the 

children gradually grew fainter to my view, receding, and still receding till nothing at last but 



two mournful features were seen in the uttermost distance, which, without speech, strangely 

impressed upon me the effects of speech; “We are not of Alice, nor of thee, nor are we 

children at all. The children of Alice called Bartrum father. We are nothing; less than nothing, 

and dreams. We are only what might have been, and must wait upon the tedious shores of 

Lethe millions of ages before we have existence, and a name”—and immediately awaking, I 

found myself quietly seated in my bachelor arm−chair, where I had fallen asleep, with the 

faithful Bridget unchanged by my side—but John L. (or James Elia) was gone for ever.  



 

The Superannuated Man 

Charles Lamb 

 
[Source: “The Superannuated Man,” chapter 22 in Charles Lamb Selected Prose. Edited by 

Adam Phillips (London: Penguin, 2013), 191-98.] 

 

[Note: The essay was published in London Magazine, May 1825. Noted by Adam Phillips. 

For reference, please also see: 

Christian Lloyd, “Charles Lamb (1755-1834): Chronology of His Essays and Poetry,” url: 

http://www.angelfire.com/nv/mf/lamb/chronology.html] 

 

Sera tamen respexit  

Libertas.  

VIRGIL.1 

 

A Clerk I was in London gay. 

O’KEEFE.2   

 

If peradventure, Reader, it has been thy lot to waste the golden years of thy life–thy 

shining youth–in the irksome confinement of an office; to have thy prison days prolonged 

through middle age down to decrepitude and silver hairs, without hope of release or respite; 

to have lived to forget that there are such things as holydays, or to remember them but as the 

prerogatives of childhood; then, and then only, will you be able to appreciate my deliverance. 

It is now six and thirty years since I took my seat at the desk in Mincing Lane. 

Melancholy was the transition at fourteen from the abundant playtime, and the frequently 

intervening vacations of school days, to the eight, nine, and sometimes ten hours’ a-day 

attendance at a counting-house. But time partially reconciles us to anything. I gradually 

became content–doggedly content, as wild animals in cages. 

It is true I had my Sundays to myself; but Sundays, admirable as the institution of 

them is for purposes of worship, are for that very reason the very worst adapted for days of 

unbending and recreation. In particular, there is a gloom for me attendant upon a city Sunday, 

a weight in the air. I miss the cheerful cries of London, the music, and the ballad-singers–the 

buzz and stirring murmur of the streets. Those eternal bells depress me. The closed shops 

repel me. Prints, pictures, all the glittering and endless succession of knacks and gewgaws, 

and ostentatiously displayed wares of tradesmen, which make a week-day saunter through the 

less busy parts of the metropolis so delightful–are shut out. No book-stalls deliciously to idle 

over–No busy faces to recreate the idle man who contemplates them ever passing by–the very 

face of business a charm by contrast to his temporary relaxation from it. Nothing to be seen 

but unhappy countenances–or half-happy at best–of emancipated ’prentices and little 

tradesfolks, with here and there a servant maid that has got leave to go out, who, slaving all 

the week, with the habit has lost almost the capacity of enjoying a free hour; and livelily 

expressing the hollowness of a day’s pleasuring. The very strollers in the fields on that day 

looked anything but comfortable. 

But besides Sundays I had a day at Easter, and a day at Christmas, with a full week in 

the summer to go and air myself in my native fields of Hertfordshire. This last was a great 

indulgence; and the prospect of its recurrence, I believe, alone kept me up through the year, 

and made my durance tolerable. But when the week came round, did the glittering phantom 

of the distance keep touch with me? or rather was it not a series of seven uneasy days, spent 

in restless pursuit of pleasure, and a wearisome anxiety to find out how to make the most of 
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them? Where was the quiet, where the promised rest? Before I had a taste of it, it was 

vanished. I was at the desk again, counting upon the fifty-one tedious weeks that must 

intervene before such another snatch would come. Still the prospect of its coming threw 

something of an illumination upon the darker side of my captivity. Without it, as I have said, 

I could scarcely have sustained my thraldom. 

Independently of the rigours of attendance, I have ever been haunted with a sense 

(perhaps a mere caprice) of incapacity for business. This, during my latter years, had 

increased to such a degree, that it was visible in all the lines of my countenance. My health 

and my good spirits flagged. I had perpetually a dread of some crisis, to which I should be 

found unequal. Besides my daylight servitude, I served over again all night in my sleep, and 

would awake with terrors of imaginary false entries, errors in my accounts, and the like. I was 

fifty years of age, and no prospect of emancipation presented itself. I had grown to my desk, 

as it were; and the wood had entered into my soul. 

My fellows in the office would sometimes rally me upon the trouble legible in my 

countenance; but I did not know that it had raised the suspicions of any of my employers, 

when on the 5th of last month, a day ever to be remembered by me, L—, the junior partner in 

the firm, calling me on one side, directly taxed me with my bad looks, and frankly inquired 

the cause of them. So taxed, I honestly made confession of my infirmity, and added that I was 

afraid I should eventually be obliged to resign his service. He spoke some words of course to 

hearten me, and there the matter rested. A whole week I remained labouring under the 

impression that I had acted imprudently in my disclosure; that I had foolishly given a handle 

against myself, and had been anticipating my own dismissal. A week passed in this manner, 

the most anxious one, I verily believe, in my whole life, when on the evening of the 12th of 

April, just as I was about quitting my desk to go home (it might be about eight o’clock) I 

received an awful summons to attend the presence of the whole assembled firm in the 

formidable back parlour. I thought now my time is surely come, I have done for myself, I am 

going to be told that they have no longer occasion for me. L—, I could see, smiled at the 

terror I was in, which was a little relief to me,–when to my utter astonishment B—, the eldest 

partner, began a formal harangue to me on the length of my services, my very meritorious 

conduct during the whole of the time (the deuce, thought I, how did he find out that? I protest 

I never had the confidence to think as much). He went on to descant on the expediency of 

retiring at a certain time of life (how my heart panted!), and asking me a few questions as to 

the amount of my own property, of which I have a little, ended with a proposal, to which his 

three partners nodded a grave assent, that I should accept from the house, which I had served 

so well, a pension for life to the amount of two-thirds of my accustomed salary–a magnificent 

offer! I do not know what I answered between surprise and gratitude, but it was understood 

that I accepted their proposal, and I was told that I was free from that hour to leave their 

service. I stammered out a bow, and at just ten minutes after eight I went home–for ever. This 

noble benefit3–gratitude forbids me to conceal their names–I owe to the kindness of the most 

munificent firm in the world–the house of Boldero, Merryweather, Bosanquet, and Lacy. 

 

Esto perpetua!4 

For the first day or two I felt stunned, overwhelmed. I could only apprehend my 

felicity; I was too confused to taste it sincerely. I wandered about, thinking I was happy, and 

knowing that I was not. I was in the condition of a prisoner in the Old Bastile, suddenly let 

loose after a forty years’ confinement. I could scarce trust myself with myself. It was like 

passing out of Time into Eternity–for it is a sort of Eternity for a man to have his Time all to 

himself. It seemed to me that I had more time on my hands than I could ever manage. From a 

poor man, poor in Time, I was suddenly lifted up into a vast revenue; I could see no end of 

my possessions; I wanted some steward, or judicious bailiff, to manage my estates in Time 



for me. And here let me caution persons grown old in active business, not lightly, nor without 

weighing their own resources, to forego their customary employment all at once, for there 

may be danger in it. I feel it by myself, but I know that my resources are sufficient; and now 

that those first giddy raptures have subsided, I have a quiet home-feeling of the blessedness 

of my condition. I am in no hurry. Having all holidays, I am as though I had none. If Time 

hung heavy upon me, I could walk it away; but I do not walk all day long, as I used to do in 

those old transient holidays, thirty miles a day, to make the most of them. If Time were 

troublesome, I could read it away, but I do not read in that violent measure, with which, 

having no Time my own but candlelight Time, I used to weary out my head and eye-sight in 

by-gone winters. I walk, read, or scribble (as now) just when the fit seizes me. I no longer 

hunt after pleasure; I let it come to me. I am like the man 

––that’s born, and has his years come to him, 

In some green desert. 

‘Years,’ you will say; ‘what is this superannuated simpleton calculating upon? He has already 

told us he is past fifty.’ 

I have indeed lived nominally fifty years, but deduct out of them the hours which I 

have lived to other people, and not to myself, and you will find me still a young fellow. For 

that is the only true Time, which a man can properly call his own, that which he had all to 

himself; the rest, though in some sense he may be said to live it, is other people’s time, not 

his. The remnant of my poor days, long or short, is at least multiplied for me threefold. My 

ten next years, if I stretch so far, will be as long as any preceding thirty. ’Tis a fair rule-of-

three sum. 

Among the strange fantasies which beset me at the commencement of my freedom, 

and of which all traces are not yet gone, one was, that a vast tract of time had intervened 

since I quitted the Counting House. I could not conceive of it as an affair of yesterday. The 

partners, and the clerks with whom I had for so many years, and for so many hours in each 

day of the year, been so closely associated–being suddenly removed from them–they seemed 

as dead to me. There is a fine passage, which may serve to illustrate this fancy, in a Tragedy, 

by Sir Robert Howard;5 speaking of a friend’s death:– 

–’Twas but just now he went away; 

I have not since had time to shed a tear; 

And yet the distance does the same appear 

As if he had been a thousand years from me. 

Time takes no measure in Eternity. 

To dissipate this awkward feeling, I have been fain to go among them once or twice since; to 

visit my old desk-fellows–my co-brethren of the quill–that I had left below in the state 

militant. Not all the kindness with which they received me could quite restore to me that 

pleasant familiarity, which I had heretofore enjoyed among them. We cracked some of our 

old jokes, but methought they went off but faintly. My old desk; the peg where I hung my 

hat, were appropriated to another. I knew it must be, but I could not take it kindly. D—l take 

me if I did not feel some remorse–beast, if I had not,–at quitting my old compeers, the 

faithful partners of my toils for six and thirty years, that smoothed for me with their jokes and 

conundrums the ruggedness of my professional road. Had it been so rugged then after all? Or 

was I a coward simply? Well, it is too late to repent; and I also know, that these suggestions 

are a common fallacy of the mind on such occasions. But my heart smote me. I had violently 

broken the bands betwixt us. It was at least not courteous. I shall be some time before I get 

quite reconciled to the separation. Farewell, old cronies, yet not for long, for again and again 

I will come among ye, if I shall have your leave. Farewell, Ch—, dry, sarcastic, and friendly! 

Do—, mild, slow to move, and gentlemanly! Pl—, officious to do, and to volunteer, good 

services!–and thou, thou dreary pile, fit mansion for a Gresham or a Whittington6 of old, 



stately House of Merchants; with thy labyrinthine passages, and light-excluding, pent-up 

offices, where candles for one half the year supplied the place of the sun’s light; unhealthy 

contributor to my weal, stern fosterer of my living, farewell! In thee remain, and not in the 

obscure collection of some wandering bookseller, my ‘works!’ There let them rest, as I do 

from my labours, piled on thy massy shelves, more MSS. in folio than ever Aquinas left, and 

full as useful! My mantle I bequeath among ye. 

A fortnight has passed since the date of my first communication. At that period I was 

approaching to tranquillity, but had not reached it. I boasted of a calm indeed, but it was 

comparative only. Something of the first flutter was left; an unsettling sense of novelty; the 

dazzle to weak eyes of unaccustomed light. I missed my old chains, forsooth, as if they had 

been some necessary part of my apparel. I was a poor Carthusian, from strict cellular 

discipline suddenly by some revolution returned upon the world. I am now as if I had never 

been other than my own master. It is natural to me to go where I please, to do what I please. I 

find myself at eleven o’clock in the day in Bond Street, and it seems to me that I have been 

sauntering there at that very hour for years past. I digress into Soho, to explore a book-stall. 

Methinks I have been thirty years a collector. There is nothing strange nor new in it. I find 

myself before a fine picture in the morning. Was it ever otherwise? What is become of Fish 

Street Hill? Where is Fenchurch Street? Stones of old Mincing Lane which I have worn with 

my daily pilgrimage for six and thirty years, to the footsteps of what toil-worn clerk are your 

everlasting flints now vocal? I indent the gayer flags of Pall Mall. It is ’Change time, and I 

am strangely among the Elgin marbles. It was no hyperbole when I ventured to compare the 

change in my condition to a passing into another world. Time stands still in a manner to me. I 

have lost all distinction of season. I do not know the day of the week, or of the month. Each 

day used to be individually felt by me in its reference to the foreign post days; in its distance 

from, or propinquity to the next Sunday. I had my Wednesday feelings, my Saturday nights’ 

sensations. The genius of each day was upon me distinctly during the whole of it, affecting 

my appetite, spirits, &c. The phantom of the next day, with the dreary five to follow, sate as a 

load upon my poor Sabbath recreations. What charm has washed the Ethiop white?7–What is 

gone of Black Monday?8 All days are the same. Sunday itself–that unfortunate failure of a 

holiday as it too often proved, what with my sense of its fugitiveness, and over-care to get the 

greatest quantity of pleasure out of it–is melted down into a week day. I can spare to go to 

church now, without grudging the huge cantle9 which it used to seem to cut out of the 

holiday. I have Time for everything. I can visit a sick friend. I can interrupt the man of much 

occupation when he is busiest. I can insult over him with an invitation to take a day’s 

pleasure with me to Windsor this fine May-morning. It is Lucretian pleasure10 to behold the 

poor drudges, whom I have left behind in the world, carking and caring; like horses in a mill, 

drudging on in the same eternal round–and what is it all for? A man can never have too much 

Time to himself, nor too little to do. Had I a little son, I would christen him NOTHING-TO-

DO; he should do nothing. Man, I verily believe, is out of his element as long as he is 

operative. I am altogether for the life contemplative. Will no kindly earthquake come and 

swallow up those accursed cotton mills? Take me that lumber of a desk there, and bowl it 

down  

As low as to the fiends. 

I am no longer * * * * * *, clerk to the firm of, &c. I am Retired Leisure. I am to be met with 

in trim gardens. I am already come to be known by my vacant face and careless gesture, 

perambulating at no fixed pace nor with any settled purpose. I walk about; not to and from. 

They tell me, a certain cum dignitate11 air, that has been buried so long with my other good 

parts, has begun to shoot forth in my person. I grow into gentility perceptibly. When I take up 

a newspaper it is to read the state of the opera. Opus operatum est.12 I have done all that I 

came into this world to do. I have worked task-work, and have the rest of the day to myself. 



 

Textual Notes 

 

1. (p. 191) Sera … Libertas: ‘freedom that turned and looked on me, albeit late,’ from Virgil, 

Eclogues 1, 27. 

2. (p. 191) A Clerk I was …: not actually by the farce writer John O’Keefe (1747–1833), but 

from Inkle and Yarico (1787) by George Colman the younger (1762–1836). 

3. (p. 193) This noble benefit: In March 1825 Lamb retired from East India House, after 

thirty-three years, with a pension of £450 a year. He was seriously ill during the spring and 

summer of that year. On the day of Lamb’s retirement the Court of Directors drew up this 

minute: ‘Resolved that the resignation of Mr Charles Lamb, of the Accountant General’s 

office, on account of certified ill-health, be accepted, and it appearing that he has served the 

Company faithfully for thirty-three years, and is now in receipt of an income of £730 per 

annum, he be allowed a pension of £450… to commence from this day.’ 

4. (p. 194) Esto perpetua: ‘may you last forever’. 

5. (p. 195) a Tragedy, by Sir Robert Howard: The Vestal Virgin, or the Roman Ladies (1665). 

6. (p. 196) a Gresham or a Whittington: Sir Richard Gresham (1485?–1549), Lord Mayor of 

London. Richard Whittington (died 1423), three times Mayor of London and hero of the 

nursery tale. 

7. (p. 197) washed the Ethiop white: see Jeremiah 13:23. 

8. (p. 197) Black Monday: the first schoolday after a vacation. 

9. (p. 197) cantle: portion. 

10. (p. 197) Lucretian pleasure: a reference to a passage in Lucretius (2, 1) which describes 

the pleasure we can feel seeing a ship labouring at sea from the safe vantage of the land. 

11. (p. 198) cum dignitate: ‘with dignity’. 

12. (p. 198) Opus operatum est: ‘the work is finished’. 

 


